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Dear friends of The $100 Solution™
It is truly amazing to realize that The $100 Solution™ is now in its eighth year of existence. This past year, 2014, can best be described
as the year of innovation and expansion. One of the highlights of this growth has been the opening of The $100 Solution™ House
at Western Kentucky University, the academic home of The $100 Solution™. The House is an innovative resident life program at
WKU in which five undergraduate and a graduate students reside in a residential neighborhood in Bowling Green, Kentucky, in a
beautifully remodeled home. In this home the residents live a life of service with the aim of improving the neighborhood and the
university by engaging in community projects designed to improve the quality of life of the surrounding area.
An additional initiative at WKU has been the development of a The $100 Solution high school program at Hardin County Early
College and Career Center, in Elizabethtown, Kentucky. This initiative utilizes the $100 Solution™ program to teach community
engagement and social responsibility skills. The $100 Solution™ program has continued to expand by the addition of programs
at Arkansas Tech in Russellville, Arkansas, and University of Wisconsin-Manitowoc, Wisconsin. These two new sites add a new
dimension to the program since they represent a geographical and philosophical extension to our program.
In 2014, the program expanded its international presence by the development of the Tree of Change program. The Tree of Change
program is an initiative designed to address the issue of climate change. The program recognizes academic institutions that have
made significant contributions to the study and teaching of climate change science. The Tree of Change programs designates a
place where students, faculty and community members can discuss and gain a deeper understanding about climate change and other
issues impacting the environment. The first Tree of change was planted on the campus of the University of Akureyri, in Iceland.
The second trees were planted at Western Kentucky University, Bowling Green, Kentucky, and a third was planted at the University
of Belize, Belmopan, Belize.
Yes, 2014 was a remarkable year in the life and development of The $100 Solution™ program. The organization continues to be
characterized by unprecedented growth, innovative projects and a commitment to making a difference.

“This past year, 2014,
can best be described as
the year of innovation
and expansion.”

Sincerely,
Dr. Bernard J. Strenecky
Founder
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Dear friends,
The $100 Solution™ had a record year. The organization ended Fiscal Year 2014 with incredible momentum that has enabled us to
have a very productive start to 2015. Fiscal Year 2014 marked a year filled with incredible growth in all sectors of the organization
and it also marked a new chapter in The $100 Solution™ story. We created an extension of The $100 Solution™ called THDS+, we
had record donations, we funded more projects than ever before, we opened The $100 Solution™ House, and we had significant
organizational changes as Zubin Davar stepped down as President and Chairman of the Board.
Joining The $100 Solution was one of the best decisions I have ever made and it has been a privilege of a lifetime to work for this
incredible organization for nearly 5 years now. Zubin Davar has been an incredible leader and was the driving force in setting up a
world-class team that we have in place today. This world-class team will drive this organization to new heights as we expand our
reach to more universities, secondary academic institutions, and more.
In last year’s Annual Report I wrote, “We have set the bar high for ourselves because we believe that in order to achieve greatness,
we need to transcend the status quo and charge forward.” Each year we continue to raise the bar. Our income greatly increased
year-over-year, and we realize that with greater income there comes greater responsibility to remain fiscally sound while balancing
a growing expense budget to expand this organization, and also funding more projects. We remain committed to funding more
initial projects and funding past projects to help allow it to become sustainable. In 2015, we are committing more than $5,000.00
to support project funding which will continue our trend of funding more projects than the year prior.
As we look forward, The $100 Solution is committed to being a sustainable, vibrant, innovative, and fiscally sound organization.
As with every year, there are opportunities and challenges ahead. We need to be able to adapt to the changing social and economic
environment. But we also need to do more than just adapt to change, we must shape the change. We must to be a visible leader in
the service-learning arena and we need to be a model organization to others that want to follow suit into the service-learning sector.
I want to thank our Board of Directors, volunteers, partners, and donors for another incredible year. We are able to achieve greatness
and exceed all of our expectations year after year because of each of you.

“We need to be able to
adapt to the changing
social and economic
environment. But we
also need to do more
than just adapt to
change, we must shape
the change.”
Eric Griswold,
CEO & Chairman of the
Board
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Leadership
Dr. Bernard Strenecky

Founder and Head of Advisory Board
Dr. Bernard J. Strenecky presently serves as the Scholar in Residence at Western Kentucky
University in Bowling Green, Kentucky. His responsibilities in the Office of International Programs
are the development of innovative curriculum and program design and the establishment of
faculty development programs. He holds a master’s degree from the University of Scranton
and a doctoral degree in Education and Curriculum Design from the University of Rochester.
Dr. Strenecky has taught or consulted in over 50 countries. He has received numerous awards
for his contributions to international education development and service-learning. With The
Prospect-Goshen Rotary Club of Kentucky, Semester at Sea, and WKU sity, he developed THDS.

Eric Griswold

CEO and Chairman of the Board
In August 2014, Eric was elected as CEO and Chairman of the Board. Eric holds a B.S. in Business
Administration from Stevenson University. He started his career at Jos. A. Bank as an Assistant
Supply Chain Planner and from there worked at Chico’s as a Senior Merchandise Allocator.
There he led a team that forecasted demand for its products and allocated merchandise to its
retail stores. Eric is also a Lean Six Sigma - Green Belt, which allowed him to drive efficiencies
at Chico’s and The $100 Solution. Currently, Eric is working towards his MBA at the University
of Rochester.

Elaine Flynn

Associate Board, Academic Development

Elaine was introduced to The $100 Solution as a Semester at Sea voyager in May 2011. Her
desire to learn more about the organization led to her involvement in a project through Western
Kentucky University which aimed to enhance recycling initiatives at a local high school, as well
as the implementation of two Semester at Sea Reunion Voyage projects near Ensenada, Mexico.
Elaine obtained her Bachelor’s Degree at WKU in Geology and Chemistry and is currently attending
Washington University in St. Louis to complete her Ph.D. in Earth and Planetary Sciences. She is
driven by her desire to serve others in her community and around the world and has found her
passion fueled by The $100 Solution service-learning model which she hopes to incorporate
into her future education and career opportunities.

Amanda English
Chief Academic Officer and Director of the THDS Press

From a small town in Delaware, Amanda had the opportunity to explore interests of servicelearning and global curiosity while circumnavigating the globe on Semester at Sea. Sailing
on the Fall 2009 and Short-term 2011 voyages, Amanda has been involved with community
development projects in Ghana, India, Vietnam, Hong Kong, Guatemala, Belize, the Bahamas,
and the United States. She has served as a Teaching Assistant on Semester at Sea and through
the Honors College at WKU, leading projects locally and across the globe. Amanda completed
her B.A. in Political Science and Nonprofit Administration at Western Kentucky University in
2012. Her senior thesis received distinguished honors for its design and development of The
$100 Solution academic curriculum.
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Leadership
Kaitlin Hartley

Associate Board, Academic Development
Since the Fall 2009 voyage of Semester at Sea, Kaitlin has taken an active role in promoting
the concepts and core values of The $100 Solution both inside and outside the classroom. She
served as a Teaching Assistant through Semester at Sea and the Honors College at Western
Kentucky University, with core involvement in developing the first high school curriculum of
The $100 Solution. Kaitlin has since graduated with her bachelor’s from Western Kentucky
University and master’s in Higher Education Administration from The University of Alabama.
She is currently the Coordinator of Student Leadership Programs at The University of Alabama
in the Division of Student Affairs.

Marissa Chieco
Chief Marketing Officer

Marissa Chieco joined the Board of Directors in 2011, bringing with her background in media
and communications. She was first introduced to The $100 Solution on Semester at Sea’s
Maymester 2011 voyage. Since joining the Board of Directors, she has led THDS projects on
two Semester at Sea Reunion Voyages and taught The $100 Solution class on WKU’s Toppers
at Sea program during the summer of 2014. Today, Marissa is working to strengthen the brand
of The $100 Solution and further grow all public-facing aspects of the organization. Marissa is
a graduate of the University of Delaware and currently lives in New York.

Jessica Canada

Associate Board, Operations
Jessica Canada is a junior at Western Kentucky University studying Human Resource Management.
She first learned about The $100 Solution in Dr. Strenecky’s Community Development Through
Service-Learning class where she led her team in creating the guidelines for the first $100
Solution House (to open Fall 2014). Growing up in Appalachia, she always searched for an
avenue through which she could bring impact of sustainable change to her home region and
recognizes The $100 Solution as this avenue of change.

Stephen Farley
VP of Finance

Stephen Farley is a senior at Western Kentucky University studying Business Management and
Finance. Through his participation in a course through The $100 Solution, Farley worked with a
local refugee family to implement a community development project, and later helped restore
a greenhouse at a local high school. Following Farley’s academic and community achievements,
he was elected to the Associate Board as a member of the Finance department and is now in
the Academic Development department.
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About The
$100 Solution™
The $100 Solution™ is an international 501(c)(3) non-profit organization that utilizes a unique
service-learning model, teaching students how to turn $100 into a world of change by meeting
community-determined needs.

Our Curriculum:
The service-learning methodology of
The $100 Solution™ is guided by five
pillars which are required elements of
each community project and classroom
experience. By building these five pillars
into teaching and learning at the high
school and university levels, as well as
each orchestration of service-learning
in the community, students of all disciplines learn to become active learners
and engaged citizens.

Partnership – Mutually-beneficial relation-

ships are established that encourage
students and community members to
work alongside each other to accomplish
mutual goals. All members work together
to assess needs, implement solutions,
and evaluate efforts.

Reciprocity – The practice of exchanging

things with others for mutual benefit.
Students and community members both
learn and benefit from projects through
The $100 Solution™.

Sustainability – Projects focus on longterm solutions that consider future needs
and resources.

Capacity Building – The abilities and

resources of communities are strengthened towards self-sufficiency.

Reflection – The practice of documenting
the learning process through free yet
directed thought.

Mission: To enrich lives and learning
through service.
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Overview
At The $100 Solution™, we believe that investing in education and communities can improve the
health of our global society. By utilizing the five pillar methodology, in tandem with a robust
curriculum that includes complementary tools and skills for helping students and communities
grow, The $100 Solution™ strives to provide innovative and relevant academic programming.

Our Partners: Western Kentucky University, Semester at Sea

and the Institute for Shipboard Education, and newly emerging
partnerships at Bowling Green High School, Arkansas Tech
University, and Hardin County High Schools.

Our Impact: We seek to create bridges between students

and their communities, both at home and abroad, by bringing
academic coursework to life through community immersion.
Through this process, we hope to create stronger student leaders
and more active global citizens. By providing students and
communities with the tools for addressing global challenges
with small amounts of money, we hope to share the values of
social responsibility with every community The $100 Solution
impacts.

Our presence on
university campuses
contiues to grow!
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Our Academic Partners
Western Kentucky University
WKU ALIVE Center
The $100 Solution™ is proud to have Western Kentucky University (WKU) as our academic home. Throughout 2014, classes
at WKU utilized The $100 Solution™ service-learning model and projects were implemented to enhance the quality of live for
citizens in the communities of south-central Kentucky.
The WKU ALIVE Center for Community Partnerships continues to spearhead local efforts and has a dedicated team of individuals
who manage the local THDS program on campus and in the surrounding Bowling Green community. This team conducts campuswide outreach efforts to gain student and faculty interest in THDS, leads faculty training seminars each semester, manages a
project review committee to evaluate student project applications, funds local projects, and hosts an Impact Expo for students
to share their projects with others on campus and the larger community. Each year, WKU raises the bar as a partner institution
as they continue to grow student interaction, improve learning outcomes, and enhance communities in sustainable ways. The
$100 Solution™ is further thankful to WKU and the ALIVE Center for hosting our 2014 Annual Conference.
Their dedication to expanding the reach of The $100 Solution™ and continually customizing the program to meet the needs
of current students, faculty members, and communities is unprecedented. As we continue to expand and create new partnerships, we look to our relationship with WKU as a vital resource for how to build strong, successful partnerships with academic
institutions.

Each year, WKU
raises the bar
as a partner
institution as
they continue
to grow student
interaction,
improve learning
outcomes,
and enhance
communities
in sustainable
ways.
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Arkansas Tech University
We are pleased to announce our newest partner joined The $100 Solution™ family in 2014: Arkansas Tech University. In the fall,
members of the THDS Training Team traveled to Russellville, Arkansas to implement a full-day training with interested faculty
and staff. The group included faculty members in the disciplines of psychology, journalism, and student life.
As a result of this training, a budding partnership with Arkansas Tech was formed. Two groups of students began utilizing THDS
on campus in the Fall 2014 semester, completing five projects. One group consisted of students in a journalism course working
with organizations in the community to implement a project, as well as provide media materials related to the project for use by
the organization. This allowed them to not only address a community need, but apply the principles learned in their journalism
class to perform a needed service in the community. Through their coursework and community partnerships, students provided
brochures, websites, and other media materials to the local service organizations.
THDS was also implemented as the primary service-learning program in the LEAD Academy at Arkansas Tech, a leadership
development program run by the Department of Student Life. Participants in the LEAD Academy advance through three
phases and are expected to complete a community development component as a part of their involvement. In the past, this
component was volunteerism; however, inspired by the model of The $100 Solution, the students in Phase III completed THDS
projects this semester. These students plan to teach THDS to the Phase I group in the Spring 2015 semester. As this partnership
continues to grow, The $100 Solution looks forward to working with Arkansas Tech to help enrich the lives of students and the
local communities.
2014 - ATU completed 6 projects total. Featured Project - Revitalizng Russelville with Gardens.
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Hardin County Public Schools
Through our partnership with WKU, a budding relationship with Hardin County Public Schools in Kentucky has begun. Students in
the district’s three high schools have the opportunity to “change the way we serve” as part of a Work Ethic Certification Program.
In this program, students strive to achieve proficiency in eight standards to show that they successfully display strong work
habits cultivating the skills for success in higher education and the workplace. Dubbed ‘the Great 8’ by students, these standards include attendance, personal responsibility, academic performance, work habits, punctuality and organization, respectful
interaction, cooperation, and community service.
The $100 Solution service-learning model will be used in the classroom to guide student’s community service by addressing
the needs of the local community while also enhancing the level of learning and educational experience for these students.
While other high schools have participated in THDS in previous semesters through partnerships formed by WKU, this is the first
district-wide participation and will be impacting communities in north-central Kentucky.
The $100 Solution™ is excited about this partnership and is grateful for the opportunity to serve as the model for service-learning
in the Work Ethic Certification Program.
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Introducing THDS+
This year we pioneered a new segment of the Academic Department called THDS +. Projects
done under the THDS+ segment still rest on the foundation of the five pillars of The $100
Solution: partnership, reciprocity, sustainability, capacity building, and reflection. This segment
was created to allow noncredit-bearing institutions to propose and complete their own The $100
Solutin projects outside of the classroom.
These institutions might include religious organizations, groups of community members, or other community partners who would not receive academic credit for their efforts. The purpose of this new segment
is to open the doors of The $100 Solution to anyone who desires to complete a service-learning project,
making The $100 Solution more accessible to the general public and allowing our organization to make a
greater impact on communities around the world.

Congratulations to Ryan Glatt for orchestrating the very first
THDS+ project in Port au Prince, Haiti, in partnership with
Hands of Light in Action on January 17, 2014!
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Project
Spotlight:

The $100 Solution Takes on
Climate Change
In June, some of the staff of THDS embarked on the MV Explorer for a 14-night
Semester at Sea Enrichment Voyage in the North Atlantic. The THDS team included
Dr. Strenecky, Stephen Farley, Marissa Chieco, and Samantha Hartman and was joined
by students from Western Kentucky University (WKU) and Colorado State University
to explore the impact that climate change has on land, fisheries, education, and
economics. Students participated in courses through WKU and five simultaneous
THDS projects while on this unique study abroad opportunity.
Students in the “We’ve Climate Changed: Interpreting Climate Change Science”
course chose to adopt a glacier in Colorado through the National Snow and Ice Data
Center (NSIDC) who will use the funds for research on glacier preservation. They also
donated funds to the National Geographic Documentary titled “Hidden Ice.” These
projects exemplifies the pillar of sustainability as it aids in research as well as reach
thousands of viewers and educate them on the effects of climate change on glaciers.
The students chose to donate in the name of the University of Akureryi in Iceland
which helped to build a partnership between WKU and the University of Akureryi.

“These projects exemplifies the pillar of sustainability as it aids in research
as well as reach thousands of viewers and educate them on the effects of
climate change on glaciers. “
The environmental economics course determined the carbon footprint being left
by the MV Explorer and felt that it was appropriate to use their $100 to offset this
footprint. The group was able to buy 9 tons of carbon emissions which was enough
to erase the ship’s carbon footprint for the voyage. Sandbag, the foundation who
received the $100, will purchase and plant trees as well as work with Europe’s politicians to reduce the supply of carbon permits that can be bought by large corporations.
Partnership and reciprocity were key to the success of this project as the students
were able to aid Sandbag in their efforts toward positive global change.
A new science curriculum for middle school and high school students was developed by students in the education course as part of their project. The curriculum
was designed to educate students on climate change while meeting the requirements of the Kentucky Educational Next Generation Standards. The curriculum is
a phenomenal example of sustainability, reciprocity, and capacity building as the
students not only benefited from what they learned about climate change but that
future generations will also benefit from their experience.
Students participating in a futurism course chose to create a gathering place for
all learners to discuss climate change. The students worked with the University of
Akureryi to plant a tree to be known as the Tree of Change. At this tree, students,
educators, and all individuals could meet to learn more about climate change from
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one another. This project assisted with
forming a strong partnership between
WKU and the University of Akureryi. The
pillars of capacity building, reciprocity,
and sustainability were also clearly
demonstrated through this project.
The youngest group of THDS students
ranged from 10 to 15 years old. While
on the MV Explorer, the students learned
about the effects of climate change
on the ocean. For part of their THDS
project, the students started a “Save the
Oceans” campaign. Over 235 signatures
were gathered during the voyage from
travelers pledging to be more environmentally aware of the impact they
make. These students presented what
they had learned to over 100 Icelandic
residents displaying the pillar of capacity
building. In Isafjordur, Iceland, these four
students completed their second part
of the project. Each student was given
$10 in US currency. They were to convert
it to the local currency on their own
and to buy and eat an Icelandic cuisine
that they had never tried before. While
these young student’s project may have
been unusual for a THDS project, it may
have been one of the most significant
as they now understand the effects of
climate change, and they know it is their
responsibility to share their knowledge
with those around them.
Each of these projects focused on the
five pillars of THDS service-learning
model: partnership, capacity building,
reciprocity, sustainability, and reflection
to make a lasting impact on climate
change with just $100 USD. Through
this voyage, a new partnership between
two universities (WKU and the University of Akureryi) on opposite sides of
the world was formed to work together
on protecting our changing climate.
Students learned the value of working
with others to accomplish mutual goals
and the importance of sharing what they
have learned with others. Each student
was impacted by their experience and
their ability to make a difference in the
world by changing the way they serve.

Project
Spotlight:
The $100 Solution™ in
La Misión, Mexico
In January, The $100 Solution™ joined
our academic partner Semester at Sea
(SAS) for their 50th reunion voyage to
Ensenada, Mexico. During the voyage,
37 SAS alumni took advantage of the
opportunity to participate in a servicelearning project led by members of THDS
team. While most of THDS projects are
completed over the course of a semester,
this project was required to take a different
approach. Months prior to the trip, the
THDS team worked with our contacts
to identify ways that the community
wanted to improve their quality of life.
Participants from SAS were then able to
join us during the voyage to get a glimpse
into the THDS experience.
The $100 Solution™ team included Dr.
Strenecky, Marissa Chieco, Elaine Flynn
and Eric Griswold. The team was joined by
Mike Wilken, a professor of anthropology
at California State University-San Marcos,
who had partnered with THDS in 2013
for a service project in La Huerta, Mexico.
Professor Wilken introduced us to Laura
Martinez Rios Del Rio, the director of Pro
Esteros, a non-profit organization dedicated
to the conservation of coastal wetlands
of Northwestern Mexico. Pro Esteros had
been in the process of gaining national
protection for the local wetlands at La
Misión and asked THDS to assist the
community in various projects to aid in
this process.
On board the MV Explorer, participants
attended a pre-trip orientation where
they were informed about THDS history,
philosophy, and the service-learning
model of THDS. The participants were
also introduced to the projects that
would be completed in La Misión based
on the community determined needs.

Each of these four projects would aid
in Pro Esteros’ effort to have the area
classified as a protective wetland by the
government.
On January 6th, 2014, participants loaded
the bus for the hour long journey to La
Misión. During the trip, Professor Wilken
provided insight into the Mexican history,
ecology, and culture. He also discussed
the reasons why La Misión and Pro
Esteros are focused on protecting the
local wetlands, the challenges they face,
and the benefits of a government classification. At our arrival to La Misión, we
met with leaders of Pro Esteros, students
from the local high school, and several
community members and split up into
teams to tackle the projects.

The website group worked with students
from the local high school and members
of Pro Esteros to help develop a stronger
web presence. While it was not possible
to build an entire webpage while we
were there, the conversations with the
students and activities following the
voyage, allowed the group to be able to
create an outline for the future Pro Esteros
webpage including an English translation of the current website, additional
information about La Mision in English,
a promotional video, and photos to be
used on the website. A trail signage team
created six indigenous signs based on the
needs and designs of the community. The
community chose these indigenous signs
over steel signs because they wanted
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them to reflect their culture. Installation
of the signs began during our visit and
was completed by the students of the
local high school over the next week.
The trail maintenance group worked on
creating a three foot wide path along the
estuary and picked up trash along the
trails. The group discussed with members
of the community on why there was
trash and ways to help manage future
trash related issues. Last but not lease,
the water assessment team worked in
collaboration with members from Pro
Esteros and the community to gather
information to better understand the
potential water contaminants in the
wetlands. After an initial assessment,
the team provided the community with
suggestions for future steps on the water
assessment of these wetlands including
information and photographs of potential
sites of contamination for Pro Esteros to
use when writing proposals for the necessary funding for a full water assessment
study and to aid in gaining support from
the government for the protection of
the wetlands.
At the end of the visit, Marissa Chieco
presented Laura Martinez Rios Del Rio
$400 USD for the use by the community
and Pro Esteros on their efforts to gain
national protection for the wetlands. After
a brief reflection with the community, SAS
participants boarded the bus to return to
the MV Explorer. During the journey back,
we held our traditional oral reflection
time where each participant was given
an opportunity to share what they had
learned throughout the day. While these
4 projects may not have been possible
to complete prior to our departure, we
have provided the framework, tools, and
base foundation for the community to
build and expand each project. From here,
the community will be more prepared
to solve the issues on their own while
taking pride in their accomplishments
and community.
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The trail maintenance group worked on
creating a three foot wide path along the
estuary and picked up trash along the
trails. The group discussed with members
of the community on why there was
trash and ways to help manage future
trash related issues. Last but not lease,
the water assessment team worked in
collaboration with members from Pro
Esteros and the community to gather
information to better understand the
potential water contaminants in the
wetlands. After an initial assessment,
the team provided the community with
suggestions for future steps on the water
assessment of these wetlands including
information and photographs of potential
sites of contamination for Pro Esteros to
use when writing proposals for the necessary funding for a full water assessment
study and to aid in gaining support from
the government for the protection of
the wetlands.
At the end of the visit, Marissa Chieco
presented Laura Martinez Rios Del Rio
$400 USD for the use by the community
and Pro Esteros on their efforts to gain
national protection for the wetlands.
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Technology Review
2014 was a pivotal year for the technological underpinnings of THDS. Most importantly, the organization launched an entirely
new rendition of its website. The old website was informational but static. Now, thds.org is far more dynamic and has enabled
an entirely new host of ways in which partners and interested third parties can engage with the company, which includes:
•
•
•
•

An interactive map detailing every THDS project ever completed
The ability to submit project proposals and reports directly through the website
A live application form for interested individuals to apply to get involved
A store for THDS apparel and our book, Service Learning Through The $100 Solution™

THDS has also brought on several new individuals to help with the live management of the website, ensuring that it is a living,
breathing reflection of our organization.
Further, we elected to move the majority of the organization’s infrastructure onto Google Apps for Nonprofits. While we’ve used
the service to host our email servers for several years, we have expanded our relationship with the platform, consolidating our
entire project database, meeting logistics documents, and other collateral into Google’s cloud.
In 2015, we see our infrastructure improving even further by introducing brand-new features through our website. In particular,
we plan to streamline our donation process – donors will be able to donate to specific types of projects wherein that donation
money will be earmarked specifically for that purpose. In other words, if a donor were to donate $100 towards water quality
projects, our technology would direct that funding into a pool dedicated specifically towards those projects. Donors will also
receive notices at the conclusion of these projects with information about the success of their donation.
Internally, we plan to streamline our project management capabilities through the introduction of a formal intranet system. This
intranet will allow all board members to stay abreast of the THDS staff projects as they are in-process. As we continue to grow,
this capability will further help us retain our cohesive work style even as new faces join the organization.
We also plan to lay the groundwork for the rollout of a THDS app for 2016 - 2017. This will allow project participants to report
their projects live, documenting pictures and videos live – with the best ones to be showcased via our website.

2014 was an excellent year for the introduction of new
infrastructure and enabling technology for THDS;
we expect 2015 to continue the trend.
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Restructuring
The $100 Solution™
This year The $100 Solution™ underwent a major restructuring to address the forecasted growth of the organization and the ever
increasing work load demanded of Executive and Associate Board members. Visual representations of our efforts to restructure
are shown below.

Organizational Chart 2013

Organizational Chart 2014

Another change to the structure of our organization involved the addition of an internship program. In order to
better the recruitment efforts for our associate and executive board positions, THDS has begun a program where
junior associates are chosen and placed within the department of their choice for a term of six months. Five new
junior associates were added to our team within the first few months of the program’s existence.
The new structure of The $100 Solution™ allows for the clarification of new product divisions such as THDS + and
THDS Press as well as the departmental flexibility the organization needed to address a larger work load. The
organization forecasted that it would need a handful of new positions and that these positions as well as existing
positions would quickly change as the overall strategic direction and departmental objectives of THDS continues
to develop in the coming years. This structure allows for a greater flexibility of the positions in each department
and the organic evolution of those positions as they are continuously adjusted to meet the needs of THDS and
its community partners. Greater opportunities for upward movement and job redesign were also benefits of
the new structure. Rather than an associate board member changing positions gridlocked into a more structure
system, it is now easier for executive board members to assign them additional responsibilities in a looser, more
dynamic system.
In many ways, the work flow of the organization had already changed, and the change in organizational structure
was necessary to clarify those changes in a way that communicated the current operational structure of THDS
to stakeholders inside and outside of the organization. We expect that the new structure will help us to achieve
greater growth in the future since we now have the flexibility to adapt to changes in the needs of our community
partners and can address challenges more efficiently.

Financials
The $100 Solution ™ ended fiscal year 2014 on a strong note. We have carried out our strategy to diversify our
revenue and are proud to have partnered with Apparel Matters to offer our very own unique line of apparel. The
organization also hosted a successful silent auction, and has continued to grow its pool of supportive donors.
Total revenues for fiscal year 2014 were $15,649.14 and total expenses were $11,556.03, which resulted in a net
income of $4,093.11
In FY 2014, The $100 Solution ™ saw a year-over-year growth in revenue of 102%. This year the organization hosted
its second ever silent auction, which raised $3,241.12. These funds were then dispersed to fund projects at Western
Kentucky University. The auction accounted for 16% of the organization’s revenue in 2014.
The $100 Solution ™ had a year-over-year growth of 205% in its expenses. This year the organization funded more
projects than ever, including 5 projects at The University of Akuyeri in Iceland. Project expenses accounted for
approximately 21% of the organization’s 2014 expenses. Another significant portion of organizational expenses
can be attributed to the establishment of the newest partnership of The $100 Solution ™, Arkansas Tech University.
Training expenses accounted for 21% of accrued expenses. To support its initiative to fund more projects and grow
the organization, The $100 Solution ™ will continue to seek ways to diversify its revenue streams.
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2014 Financial
Contributions

Revenue Breakdown
for FY 2014

15%

Barry Vine
Craig Isaacs

21%

Annual Conference Fees

13%

THDS Press Book Sales

Eric Griswold
Tom Ress

Silent Auction Donations

18%
16%

Annual Giving Campaign
University Training
Donations

Elizabeth Sellars

17%

Bridget Collier
Elaine Flynn
David Barrer
Jessica Canada

Expenses Breakdown
for FY 2014

Dinesh Davar
Alicia Cook
Bernie Strenecky
Stephen Farley
Kelly Ogles
Barbara Doty
Charlie Sellars
Matthew Rementer
Zubin Davar

12%
Conference Expenses

7%

40%

Service Projects
Training Expenses

9%

Website Maintenance
THDS Press Expenses
15%

Organizational Expenses
17%
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What the Future Holds
3 years (by 2017)
Expand products and services
•
Secondary education
•
THDS+
•
2nd Edition of Textbook

5 years (by 2019)
Develop and execute a succession plan
Establish university partners as innovation centers for THDS

Improve internal infrastructure
•
New organization chart
•
Online infrastructure

10 years (by 2024)

Partner with more educational institutions
Data Analytics/Psychological Research
Media relations/marketing/communication
•
Unified message
•
Social media marketing needs to be consistent

Be the leader of service-learning and educational nonprofit
industry (THDS brand name=Teach for America, LIVESTRONG, etc.)
Transform the service-learning experience at educational
institutions

We’d like to say thanks to everyone for an amazing year. We
couldn’t do it without all your generous support.
Plese stay in touch @thds.org

